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The Centennial Cycle  
 

David Riegle 

 

ccording to H. P. Blavatsky, the Brotherhood of Ade pts to 

which her teachers belong, known as the Trans-Himal ayan 

Brotherhood, makes an attempt during the last quart er of 

every century to bring to the Western world some of  the teachings 

of the Wisdom Tradition preserved in the East. 1 The Theosophical 

Society founded by her in 1875 is said to be that a ttempt for the 

nineteenth century. Since such an attempt occurs ea ch century, it 

has been called the centennial cycle. 

 A question has arisen as to the arbitrariness of t his cycle 

in terms of its dates, since there is little reason  for Eastern 

Adepts to use the Western calendar. Moreover, it do es not match 

any of the other cycles described by Blavatsky that  are normally 

based on the yuga  computations of the Indian Puråñas, using the 

ratio 4:3:2:1. This has led Dr. Roberto Fantechi in  a 1963 

article to assume that the real centennial cycle is  one of 108 

years. 2 But for critics of Theosophy, the centennial cycle  is 

just one more unverifiable claim. 

 Such a cycle, however, does in fact exist. It is a n ancient 

cycle found in India, recorded in both Sanskrit boo ks and stone 

inscriptions, and still used in places there up to the present. 

It is called the cycle of the Seven Rishis ( saptarßi ), or the 

seven stars of the Great Bear constellation, popula rly known in 

the West as the Big Dipper. These stars are suppose d to revolve 

around the zodiac of the twenty-seven lunar asteris ms ( nakßatra ), 

and to stay in each one for exactly one hundred sol ar years. 

Based on records giving dates in both the era of th e Seven Rishis 

and in another era that is known, Indologists have determined the 

starting dates of this one hundred year cycle. “Fro m this time up 

to the present day, the same commencing year of ind ividual cycles 

is invariably given, namely in the year 25 of each Christian 

century A.D.;” 3 i.e., our years 1725, 1825, 1925, etc.  

 Blavatsky did not say that the centennial effort m ade by the 

Brotherhood began  the cycle, but rather that it came at a certain 

specified period of the cycle: 4  

 

Among the commandments of Tsong-kha-pa there is one  that enjoins 

A 
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the Rahats (Arhats) to make an attempt to enlighten  the world, 

including the “white barbarians,” every century, at  a certain 

specified period of the cycle. 

 

Thus the centennial effort would come at the exact midpoint of 

the cycle of the Seven Rishis. 

 This is an unusual cycle, since, astronomically sp eaking, the 

fixed stars and the constellations they make up, su ch as the 

Great Bear, have no such movement as is here attrib uted to them. 

So modern scholars, and now modern Indians followin g them, regard 

it as a mythological cycle. But since this cycle is  ancient lore 

found in the Puråñas and taught by the venerable 

astrologer/astronomer V®ddha Garga, or Garga the El der, it had 

been accepted as true by Indians down through the a ges. V®ddha 

Garga’s treatise explaining it is lost. All we have  is a brief 

eleven verse summary of his teachings on it in Varå ha Mihira’s 

B®hat Saµhitå , and eight and a half verses on it quoted from his  

lost treatise in Bha††otpala’s commentary. 5 So even though we 

have a clear description of this cycle, and can asc ertain its 

dates, we do not know what it was supposed to apply  to. 

 There is another source in modern esoteric literat ure that 

apparently relates to this cycle. In Alice Bailey’s  book, The 

Rays and The Initiations , is a statement regarding the sounding 

of the OM by Sanat Kumara from the council chamber of Shamballa 

(˛ambhala), and the consequent gathering of the cou ncil at that 

time: 6  

 

. . . the O, sounded out at intervals of one hundre d years by 

Sanat Kumara. It is this sound which gathers togeth er the 

responsive Units into the Council. This Council is held at one 

hundred year intervals, and as far as our modern hu manity is 

concerned, these Councils have been held—under our arbitrary 

dates—in 1725, 1825, 1925. 

 

This passage goes on to say that at these councils those who are 

responsible for planetary development make decision s as to new 

unfoldments regarding the evolution of consciousnes s in the three 

worlds. This, of course, would be in keeping with T song-kha-pa’s 

reported commandment to the Arhats to make an attem pt every 

century to enlighten the world, including the white  barbarians. 
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 Moreover, these periodic attempts were not origina ted by the 

great Tibetan reformer Tsong-kha-pa (1357-1419 C. E.), but 

according to Blavatsky began much earlier: 7  

 

The messengers [are] sent out westward periodically  in the last 

quarter of every century—ever since the mysteries w hich alone had 

the key to the secrets of nature had been crushed o ut of existence 

in Europe. . . . 

 

She elsewhere tells us that this was in the first c entury B. C. E.: 8  

 

. . . the first hour for the disappearance of the M ysteries struck 

on the clock of the Races, with the Macedonian conq ueror 

[Alexander the Great, 356-323 B. C. E.]. The first strokes of its 

last hour sounded in the year 47 B. C. [in] Alesia the famous city 

in Gaul. . . . It was during the first century befo re our era, 

that the last and supreme hour of the great Mysteri es had struck. 

. . . Bibractis, a city as large and as famous, not  far from 

Alesia, perished a few years later. . . . Such was the last city 

in Gaul wherein died for Europe the secrets of the Initiations of 

the Great Mysteries, the Mysteries of Nature, and o f her forgotten 

Occult truths.  

 

 This provides the background for a proper perspect ive on this 

centennial effort, and explains why it would occur.  For as 

pointed out by Nicholas Weeks when he cited the abo ve-quoted 

passages, this effort is not something that we in t he West have 

called forth because we are so spiritually advanced : 9  

 

Perhaps our Western egotism has once again blinded us to the 

reason  for this recurrent grace from the Masters. It was not 

because the Adepts saw us as so spiritually advance d as to 

have earned this assistance, but because we had bli ndly 

destroyed our own original sources of truth and ins piration. 

We in the West were, and are, being helped primaril y because 

of the vast Compassion of the Brotherhood, not beca use we 

deserve it.  

 

 Indeed, this is so true that, as Blavatsky reports , failure 

has followed failure in these attempts. She continu es, 
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immediately after her above-cited statement informi ng us of 

Tsong-kha-pa’s commandment to make these attempts: 10  

 

Up to the present day none of these attempts has be en very 

successful. Failure has followed failure. Have we t o explain the 

fact by the light of a certain prophecy? It is said  that up to the 

time when Pan-chhen-rin-po-chhe (the Great Jewel of  Wisdom) 

condescends to be reborn in the land of the Pelings  (Westerners), 

and appearing as the Spiritual Conqueror (Chom-den- da), destroys 

the errors and ignorance of the ages, it will be of  little use to 

try to uproot the misconceptions of Peling-pa (Euro pe): her sons 

will listen to no one. Another prophecy declares th at the Secret 

Doctrine shall remain in all its purity in Bod-yul (Tibet), only 

to the day that it is kept free from foreign invasi on. 

 

 As we all know, that day ended in 1950, with the C hinese 

communist invasion of Tibet. This led to the disper sal of a large 

number of Tibetans, including many high lamas, or t eachers, who 

fled to India. By 1975 some of these Tibetan teache rs had begun 

coming to the West to teach Tibetan Buddhism there.  These 

teachings have increased dramatically up through th e end of the 

century. Some Theosophical students consider this t o be the 

Arhat’s attempt to enlighten the white barbarians f or the 

twentieth century. Most Theosophists do not, becaus e they regard 

Tibetan Buddhism as an exoteric religion, and they are expecting 

further esoteric revelations.  

 The twentieth century is now over, and the world h as not seen 

any large esoteric movement arise during its last q uarter, such 

as did the Theosophical Society in the last quarter  of the 

nineteenth century. If the coming of Tibetan Buddhi sm to the West 

during this time was not the centennial effort made  by the 

Brotherhood, then those who hold this tenet will ha ve to point 

out what that effort was. That effort, according to  Alice 

Bailey’s 1925 book, A Treatise on Cosmic Fire , is supposed to be 

on a larger scale than was H. P. Blavatsky’s Theoso phical 

Society: 11  

 

A very interesting period will come about the year 1966 and 

persist to the end of the century. It is one for wh ich the Great 

Ones are already making due preparation. It concern s a centennial 
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effort of the Lodge and of the Personages taking pa rt therein. 

Each century sees a centennial effort of the Lodge along a 

particular line of force made to forward the ends o f evolution, 

and the effort for the twentieth century will be up on a larger 

scale than has been the case for a very long time, and will 

involve a number of Great Ones. In a similar effort  during the 

nineteenth century, H.P.B. was concerned, and a fai rly large 

number of chelas.  

 

 There is always the problem of recognizing the exp ected 

teachings when they come, especially when they do n ot take the 

expected form. The classic example of this known in  the West is 

Jesus of Nazareth, who was recognized as the expect ed Messiah by 

some, later known as Christians, but not by others,  the Jews. The 

expected centennial effort of the Brotherhood, if i t came in the 

twentieth century, does not seem to have been in a form 

recognized by either Theosophists or students of th e Bailey 

books. This, however, is not surprising, when we re call that the 

form taken by the Bailey teachings is very differen t than the 

form taken by the Theosophical teachings of Blavats ky, and that 

consequently most Theosophists do not recognize the  Bailey 

teachings as being authentic. The Bailey teachings purport to 

come from the same Trans-Himalayan Brotherhood as d o the 

Theosophical teachings. Blavatsky presented the The osophical 

teachings as part of a once universal Wisdom Tradit ion that had 

long been hidden, and attempted to show this by tra cing these 

teachings in many and diverse ancient sources. Bail ey presented 

the esoteric teachings as the Ageless Wisdom for th e New Age, 

directed at a modern Western and primarily Christia n audience by 

the use of current references and appropriate termi nology, and 

avoided reference to ancient sources. Both of these  groups 

expected something esoteric in the last quarter of the twentieth 

century, the former something esoteric and ancient,  and the 

latter something esoteric and modern. Nothing that arose then 

seems to have met these expectations. 

 We may therefore consider again the idea that the coming of 

Tibetan Buddhism to the West was the Arhat’s attemp t to enlighten 

the white barbarians for the twentieth century. The  criterion 

shared by both groups who expect this attempt is th at whatever 

teachings come out as a result of it should be esot eric. Although 
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not esoteric in the same way as the Theosophical an d Bailey 

teachings are, that is, as coming from a secret tra dition, many 

of the teachings of Tibetan Buddhism can legitimate ly be 

considered esoteric. This is true in two ways. Firs t, whatever 

teachings were exoterically known in Tibet but were  unknown 

anywhere else during the last millennium were in fa ct esoteric 

everywhere but in Tibet. A prime example of this is  Maitreya’s 

Abhisamay ålaµk åra , the text used in all the monasteries to teach 

the path to enlightenment. It was the most widely s tudied book in 

Tibet, yet it disappeared in India a thousand years  ago, and was 

never taken to China. So its teachings were quite e soteric 

everywhere else in the world. Second, the Buddhist Tantras, known 

to Theosophists as the Books of Kiu-te, 12 were esoteric even in 

Tibet. Access to them was restricted to only those who had 

received initiation. Tantric initiations were harde r to get in 

old Tibet than they are in the modern West, where T ibetan 

teachers now give them frequently. Further, the non -esoteric 

teachings of Tibetan Buddhism have spread their pri mary idea of 

compassion more widely in the world than Theosophy could spread 

its primary idea of brotherhood, or the Bailey teac hings their 

primary idea of service. Clearly, a similar aim, on e greatly 

desired by the Brotherhood, has thus been achieved.  It has even 

been achieved without recourse to the idea of God, an original 

aim of the early Theosophical teachers that fell by  the 

wayside. 13 Thus, leaving aside other expectations, there is g ood 

reason to believe that the coming of Tibetan Buddhi sm to the West 

is the large-scale effort of the Trans-Himalayan Br otherhood made 

in the last quarter of the twentieth century. 

 Moreover, a direct connection between Blavatsky’s own Trans-

Himalayan teacher and the coming of Tibetan Buddhis m to the West 

can be traced. Paul Brunton wrote in his notebooks that he met a 

Mongolian teacher at Angkor Wat who told him of “a secret 

tradition which has combined and united Hinduism, t he religion of 

many Gods, and Buddhism, the religion without a God ,” and that 

“Vedanta and Mahayana are corruptions of this pure doctrine, but 

of all known systems they come closest to it.” The lama further 

told Brunton that this secret tradition had been ha nded down in 

an unbroken line of adepts, who were then centered in Tibet, but 

they would be leaving Tibet in 1939. Brunton report s the 

statements of his Mongolian informant: 14  
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“You ask me if they are the same adepts as those sp oken of by H. 

P. Blavatsky. When she was a girl and fled from her  husband, she 

accidentally met a group of Russian Buddhist Kalmuc ks who were 

proceeding by a roundabout route on pilgrimage to t he Dalai Lama 

of Tibet. She joined the caravan as a means of esca pe from her 

husband. One of them was an adept. He took care of her and 

protected her and brought her to Lhasa. She was ini tiated in due 

course into the secret tradition. . . . Later, she was introduced 

to a co-disciple, who eventually became a High Lama  and a personal 

advisor to the Dalai Lama. He was the son of a Mong olian prince, 

but for public purposes took the name of ‘The Thund erbolt’—that 

is, ‘Dorje.’ On account of his personal knowledge o f and interest 

in Russia, he gradually altered it to ‘Dorjeff.’ Be fore their guru 

died, he instructed Blavatsky to give a most elemen tary part of 

the secret tradition to the Western people, while h e instructed 

Dorjeff to follow her further career with watchful interest. 

Dorjeff gave her certain advice; she went to Americ a and founded 

the Theosophical Society. . . . Her society did an enormous 

service to white people by opening their eyes to Ea stern truths. 

But its real mission is over, hence its present wea k condition.” 

 

According to this source, Blavatsky and Dorjeff, or  Dorzhiev 

(1854 – 1938), were co-disciples of the same teache r, or guru, or 

lama (“lama” is the Tibetan translation of the Sans krit “guru”). 

One of Dorzhiev’s disciples, Geshe Wangyal (1901 – 1983), was the 

teacher who first brought Tibetan Buddhism to the W est. 15 Not 

only was he the first to bring Tibetan Buddhism to the West, but 

he also trained the first generation of American pr ofessors of 

Tibetan Buddhism, such as Robert Thurman and Jeffre y Hopkins, who 

have in turn had hundreds of students widely spread ing these 

teachings in the West. 16 So a direct connection can be traced 

between the coming of Tibetan Buddhism to the West and the 

teacher of Dorzhiev and Blavatsky. 17 This may be taken as 

supporting evidence that this was the large-scale e ffort of the 

Trans-Himalayan Brotherhood made in the last quarte r of the 

twentieth century. 

 There remains a question as to why the Trans-Himal ayan 

Brotherhood of Tibet would follow a cycle apparentl y known only 

in India. As we have seen, the source work on this cycle is the 
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lost treatise of V®ddha Garga. V®ddha Garga is thou ght to have 

written a voluminous work treating not only the cyc le of the 

Seven Rishis, but many other cycles as well. There are many 

manuscripts of such a work by him found in Indian l ibraries 

today, but none of these have yet been published. 18 Nor do we yet 

know how complete or incomplete any of these may pr ove to be. 

Blavatsky speaks of a treatise by V®ddha Garga givi ng the secret 

attributes of astronomical cycles of the Hindus tha t is “now the 

property of a Trans-Himalayan Matha (or temple).” 19 Since she is 

our original source on the centennial attempt made by the Trans-

Himalayan Brotherhood, we have equal grounds for ac cepting her 

information that they have V®ddha Garga’s treatise.  So the cycle 

of the Seven Rishis taught by V®ddha Garga would be  known to 

them, and they have apparently followed it in their  efforts now 

known to us as the centennial cycle. 

 In summary, there is a one hundred year cycle, kno wn in India 

as the cycle of the Seven Rishis, that commences wi th the year 25 

of each century as reckoned in the Western calendar , or common 

era. It is an ancient cycle, taught by V®ddha Garga , and already 

considered ancient when it was summarized by Varåha  Mihira more 

than 1500 years ago. It is not astronomical, in tha t the stars of 

the Great Bear do not have the motion that it attri butes to them. 

The extant Indian sources do not tell us what it ap plies to. But, 

the effort of the Eastern Brotherhood to enlighten the Western 

people during the last quarter of each century, spo ken of by 

Blavatsky, would come at the midpoint of this cycle ; and the 

gathering of the council at one hundred year interv als to make 

decisions on planetary unfoldments, reported by Bai ley, would 

coincide with the starting point of this cycle. Thi s centennial 

effort is supposed to have been occurring for more than two 

millenniums now, with failure following failure. Th e effort in 

the nineteenth century is said to have been the The osophical 

Society. As to the next effort, Blavatsky wrote: 20  

 

If the present attempt, in the form of our Society,  succeeds 

better than its predecessors have done, then it wil l be in 

existence as an organized, living and healthy body when the time 

comes for the effort of the XXth century. 

 

Although the Theosophical Society certainly was in existence as 
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an organized body in 1975, so that it was more succ essful than 

any previous effort, it had just as certainly lost the influence 

in the world it earlier had, and few outside observ ers would 

regard it as a living and healthy body at that time . So it is 

unlikely to have been chosen as the vehicle for the  next effort; 

and indeed, there is no evidence that it was so emp loyed. Rather, 

the most obvious spiritual movement that occurred i n the last 

quarter of the twentieth century was the coming of Tibetan 

Buddhism to the West. The Dalai Lama has become, se cond only to 

the Pope, the most visible spiritual leader in the world in this 

brief span of years. 21 The world has not seen anything like this 

movement for a very long time, not since the coming  of Buddhism 

to Tibet a millennium ago. It seems, then, that the  centennial 

effort of the Brotherhood, following the cycle of t he Seven 

Rishis, has in fact occurred for the twentieth cent ury, even 

though most of those who expected it have not recog nized it. 
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stands is relevant to another question, that of the  identity of 

Blavatsky’s adept teacher. It is as follows: 

 

Her guru had forbidden her to give out his name. Mo reover, she knew much 

more of the teachings than she revealed. But she wa s always fearful of 

saying too much, so she constantly created what she  called ‘blinds’ and 

wrapped her truthful secrets in imaginary clothes. I may say no more. 

However, the poor woman was unjustly maligned by he r enemies. Her sole 

desire was to help humanity. They could never under stand her peculiar 

character nor her Oriental methods.  
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 15. Geshe Wangyal’s American student, Joshua Cutle r, writes about him 

in the preface to the 1995 edition (Boston: Wisdom Publications) of his 

1973 book, The Door of Liberation: Essential Teachings of the Tibetan 

Buddhist Tradition , xv–xvi: 

 

Geshe-la . . . was swept up quickly by the great la ma, Agvan Dorzhiev. 

Although Lama Dorzhiev was a Buryat Mongolian from the Siberian region of 

Russia called Buryatia, he was very devoted to the Kalmyks. From time to 

time throughout his life he would visit Kalmykia to  teach and promote the 

religion. Lama Dorzhiev had established there two m onastic colleges for 

the study of Buddhist philosophy, known by the Kalm yks as the chö-ra  

( chos grva ), a Tibetan term meaning “religious institution.” Hearing of 

Geshe-la’s great abilities, he conscripted him into  one of these chö-ra. 

Lama Dorzhiev was a man of such immense presence an d reputation that 

there was no question of Geshe-la’s considering whe ther he would go or 

not. In awe, he went. 

  Thus started a teacher-student relationship that shaped the rest of 

Geshe-la’s life. Lama Dorzhiev  became his root lama, giving him all the 

principal vows and initiations. He was such a stron g role model that when 

Geshe-la came to America in 1955, he too worked to establish a center for 

learning amongst the Kalmyks, a group of whom had e migrated from the 

European refugee camps after the Second World War  

and settled in central New Jersey. 

 

Geshe Wangyal founded the Lamaist Buddhist Monaster y of America in 

1958. Joshua Cutler informs us  

about his work here, xxvi: 

 

Although he intended to teach the young Kalmyks, Ge she-la was open 

to anyone who wanted to learn about the teachings t hat he so 

cherished. Soon he was teaching many more new Buddh ists from 

America than new immigrants from Kalmykia. . . . Th ese teachings 

were delivered with great devotion, some understand ing of which is 

conveyed in the stories I have told. That devotion and Geshe-la’s 

strong character inspired his students to transform  their lives 

through the practice of the teachings and also to d o what they 

could to assist Tibet and its teachings. Many of th ese students are 

now teaching in universities and colleges throughou t the country. 

 

 16. Robert Thurman is Jey Tsong Khapa Professor of  Indo-Tibetan 
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Buddhist Studies at Columbia University. In 1984 wa s published his 

translation of what is regarded by Gelugpa traditio n as Tsong-kha-pa’s 

highest, and therefore most difficult, philosophica l work. It is called 

Tsong Khapa’s Speech of Gold in the Essence of True  Eloquence  

(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1984). It i s dedicated to Geshe 

Wangyal. Thurman writes about him in the preface, p p. xiv, xvi-xvii: 

 

 The late Venerable Geshe Wangyal first urged me to translate this book. 

He himself had memorized it during his “graduate st udies” at Drepung 

Monastic University near Lhasa. . . . By the workin gs of karma  or 

history, he eventually migrated to New Jersey, wher e I met him and 

studied with him at the first Lamaist Buddhist Mona stery of America. 

Seven years later, he started me off on the Essence of True Eloquence . . 

. . 

  I must end where I began, with a special homage t o the late Venerable 

Geshe Wangyal, as this work has only been possible because of his 

infinite kindness and consummate skill as a teacher . He led me into the 

heart of the Tibetan language and gave me the keys to this Essence of 

True Eloquence . A simple, unassuming man, he preferred to tend th e 

flowers in his garden in the gentle hills near the Delaware, shunning a 

highly merited acclaim in the forums of philosophy in Tibet, India, or 

America. But he was the most profound philosophical  genius I have 

encountered, from the little bit I was able to reco gnize.  

 

 Jeffrey Hopkins is Professor of Tibetan and Buddhi st Studies at the 

University of Virginia. He “has done more than anyo ne else to present 

Buddhism according to the Tibetan Gelukba tradition  to a Western 

audience” (Daniel Cozort and Craig Preston). This w as done through the 

many translations of Tibetan texts that he and stud ents of the program 

he founded there published. He studied with Geshe W angyal from 1963-

1968, learning Tibetan Buddhism and Tibetan languag e from him before 

going on to get his Ph.D. in 1973. For his thesis h e translated part of 

a monastic textbook used at the college in Tibet wh ere Geshe Wangyal 

had studied. This was later published as Meditation on Emptiness  

(London: Wisdom Publications, 1983). See his Introd uction, p. 12). His 

full translation of this textbook was published as Maps of the Profound  

(Ithaca: Snow Lion Publications, 2003). 

 After Geshe Wangyal’s death in 1983, Joshua Cutler  has continued his 

work at the Lamaist Buddhist Monastery of America, now called the 

Tibetan Buddhist Learning Center. In the early 1990 s a team of fourteen 
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scholars under Cutler’s direction undertook the tra nslation of what is 

widely considered to be Tsong-kha-pa’s greatest and  most influential 

work, the Lamrim Chenmo . This has now been published as The Great 

Treatise on the Stages of the Path to Enlightenment , 3 vols. (Ithaca: 

Snow Lion Publications, 2000-2004). 

 

 17. It is also noteworthy that Dorzhiev, with cons iderable 

difficulty, established a Buddhist temple in Russia ’s then capital in 

1915. See: “Agwan Dorjiev and the Buddhist Temple i n Petrograd,” by 

Alexandr Andreev, Chö Yang: The Voice of Tibetan Religion and Culture , 

[no. 4], 1991, 214–222. According to Andreev, note 1, 222, “It is a 

common belief of Buddhists in the city that Kalacha kra was the chief 

deity of the Temple although no evidence of it has been found so far in 

the written sources.” 

 

 18. For a listing of these manuscripts, see: Census of the Exact 

Sciences in Sanskrit , by David Pingree, Series A, Vol. 2 (Philadelphia:  

American Philosophical Society, 1971), 116–120, und er the entry, Garga. 

 

 19. “Cycles and Avatåras,” The Secret Doctrine , 3rd ed., vol. 3, 349; 

5th ed., vol. 5, 339; H. P. Blavatsky Collected Writings , vol. 14, p. 

357. 

 

 20. The Key to Theosophy , 1889 ed., 306–307. 

 

 21. This was pointed out by Leslie Price in his ar ticle, “Madame 

Blavatsky, Buddhism and Tibet,” first given orally at the Theosophical 

History Conference held in London, June 15, 2003, a nd then published in 

PsyPioneer: An Electronic Newsletter from London , vol. 1, no. 14 (June 

2005): 172–179. This may be downloaded from: 

www.woodlandway.org/PSYPIONEER_NEWS.HTM  

 

Bibliographic Note 

 

 As far as I know, the cycle of the Seven Rishis wa s first made 

known to the Western world by Captain F. Wilford, w ho refers to it on 

pp. 83-86 of his article, “On the Kings of Magadha;  Their Chronology,” 

published in Asiatic Researches , vol. 9, 1811. It was then described by 

H. T. Colebrooke on pp. 357-365 of his article, “On  the Indian and 

Arabian Divisions of the Zodiack,” also published i n Asiatic 
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Researches , vol. 9, 1811. 

 

*   *   * 

 


